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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper [2], Hearon established an inequality involving the 
generalized inverse of a positive semidefinite Hermitian matrix which in 
turn led to generalizations of the well-known inequalities of Kantorovich 
[3] and Strang [lo]. 
In this note we utilize Hearon’s inequality to obtain generalizations 
of a number of additional inequalities recently established in [l], [5], 
PI, and PI. 
2. NOTATION AND PREVIOUS RESULTS 
Given any matrix A with complex entries, there exists a unique 
matrix A’ [7] satisfying 
AA’A = A, (1) 
AA + = (AA’~)*, (3) 
A+A = (A+A)*, (4) 
where * denotes conjugate transpose. A’ is called the (Moore-Penrose) 
generalized inverse of A. 
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Extending an inequality of [4], Hearon [Z] proved the following: 
Let A be a Hermitian positive semidefinite matrix of order PZ and 
rank Y. Let those roots of A which are strictly positive be ordered as 
A, 2 12 3 . . * 3 1, > 0. If B is any Hermitian matrix that satisfies 
ABA = il, AB = BA and has 1% - r nonpositive roots, then, for any 
x such that x*x = 1, 
In particular, 
x*Ax + &l,x*Bx < A, + 2,. (5) 
x*Ax f ilJ,x*A x < il, + il,. (6) 
If 2, = 1, = A, strict equality holds in (5) and (G) if and only if Ax = 1%. 
If 1, > A,, strict equality holds in (5) and (6) if and only if x = or + u,, 
where Au, = i,u, and Au, = l.,.u,. 
3. RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a Hermitian positive se&definite matrix of 
order n and rank r. Let those roots of A which are strictly positive be ordered 
as il, 3 il, >, . . . 3 1, > 0. Then, for any x such that x*x = 1, 
x*Ax ~ (x*il x)-l < (Al”” - 3Lr”2)z. (7) 
If 2, = 2, = 2, strict equality holds if a& only if Ax = ilx. If 1, > 1,, 
strict equality holds if and only if x = u1 + u,, where Au, = il,u,, Au,. = 
&.zL,, and 
Remark 1. If x*A ’ x = 0, (7) will be said to hold with strict inequality. 
(A similar remark will be applicable to (15) and (16)). This convention 
is a “natural” one, since, from (Z), x*A’x >, 0. 
Proof. Assume x*A ‘ox f 0. From (6), we have 
x*Ax - (x*A’x)-1 < I, + 2, - il&*A i x - @*A-x)-’ 
= 2, + 1, ~ ;(llii,x*A ’ ,Y)‘~’ - (x*A ’ x) ““I2 - 2(Q,)“’ 
< 2, + A, ~ qQ,)‘i~ = (A,‘!’ ~ &'!2)2, 
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Strict equality holds if and only if it holds in (6) and 
(ala,)““x*=l ’ x = 1. (9) 
If J,r = & = il, the condition for equality in (B), i.e., Ax = %x, satisfies 
(9) since x*/l-x = l/k 
If A1 > A,, we have, from the condition for equality in (6), .2: = ui + u, 
with AU, = I,u,, AU,. = &u~. Therefore, 
This, plus 
211*aL1 + tl,*u, = 1, 
gives (8). 
If Y = n, i.e., A is positive definite, then clearly A = .-lpl and (7) 
becomes 
a result first given in [5] and [9]. In this case we also have !9! : 
0 < x*x4.2: - (n*A-lx)-l. 
If, however, r < n, the lower bound of zero no longer holds. To see this, 
consider, for example, x = z~r + u with 
Au, = ap,, Av = 0, Ml*?’ = 0 al**ul < 1, 
in which case 
x*/lx - (x*A x)-l < 0. 
Remark 2. It is not possible to prove a more general version of (7) 
by utilizing (5) instead of (6), ‘. 1 e , with B instead of A ‘-. (A similar state- 
ment will be applicable to (ll).) In fact, if B, defined as for (5), has at 
least one negative root, there always exists an x with X*X = 1 such that 
- (x*Bx)-l > K for any given K > 0. To see this, let B have root 
- c, c > 0. Now consider, for example, x = ur + a, where AU, = +i 
(hence Bu, = (l/Rr)z~J and Bv = - CZJ, u~*‘IL~ + u*zl = 1. Since 
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for any K > 0 choose x so that also 
(It is assumed that K is sufficiently large that v*v < 1. If not, choose 
a larger K so that l/K < c.) A direct calculation now yields 
x*Ax - (x*Bx)-’ > - (x*Bx))l> K. 
Since A is Hermitian, a simple representation of A+ and B is possible. 
Letting A = U*[li, A,, . . ., A,., 0, . . . , O]U, where U is unitary and 
[Ai, . . . > 0] is the appropriate diagonal matrix, 
1 1 1 
XL,‘X; ,..., X;,o ,..., o 1 u 
and 
1 1 1 
%,‘% ,..., ;Ir,-~1,-~2 ,..., -c,_, 1 U, 
ci > 0, i=l,Z ,..., n-y. 
One can easily check that A+ satisfies (l), (a), (3), and (4); while B 
satisfies (l), (3), (4), B* = B, AB = BA, but does not satisfy (2) if at 
least one ci # 0. 
4. INEQUALITIES INVOLVING SEVERAL VECTORS 
THEOREM 2. Let A be defined as in Theorem 1. Then, for all n-dimen- 
sional vectors x and 2, 
[(x*Ax)(z*A~)]~” + i$&[(x*A’x)(~*A+z)]~‘” < (2, + I,) [(x*x)(z*z)]““. 
(11) 
Proof. For any x, (6) can be written as 
x*Ax + il,l,x*A +X < (2, + &)x*x. 
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COROLLARY. Let A be defined as in Theorem 1. Then for all n-dimen- 
sional vectors x and z 
Ix*.4zl + ,?,L,lx*A-zl < (I1 + 2,) [(x*x)(z*z)]~? (12) 
Proof. By the generalized Schwarz inequality (;Sj, p. 262) 
Ix*Azi < [(x*Ax)(z*Az)]‘;” 
Similarly, since A- is positive semidefinite Hermitian, 
Ix*A- z/ < [(%*A x)(z*A z)]““. 
Then (12) follows from (11). 
THEOREM 3. Let T be an arbitrary square matrix of order n and rank r. 
Let those sinplar values of T which are strictly positive be ordered as 2, 3 
2, > . . ’ 3 2, > 0. Let L( s T +) be the generalized inverse of T. Then 
for all n-dimensional vectors x and y 
ly*Txj + 3LlI,iy*L*xl < (2, + I,) [(x*x)(y*y)]“‘. (13) 
Prooj (as in the proof of Hearon’s [2j Theorem 3). Let T = QA 
be the polar factorization of T, where Q is unitary and A is positive 
semidefinite. Then [7], L = A’Q*. Define z = Q*r. Now, by (12) 
and z*z = JJ*~, 
ly*Txl + l,il,ly*L*xl = jz*Axi + L,1,jz*A+xl 
d (2, + 2,) [(x*x)(z*411'2 = (21 + A.)[(x*x)(y*y)lU2. 
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Theorem 3 is more general than Hearon’s extension [2] of the Strang 
inequalitv [lo] since (13) and the obvious 
easily yield 
0 < []y*l‘Xl”” - (ilr&ly*L*Xi)1”]2 
!(y*w(Y*L*x)l < q;x (x*x) (y*y). 
1 r 
(14) 
THEOREM 4. Let T and L be defined as in Theorem 3. Then for all 
n-dimensional vectors x and y 
jy*Txl - ly*L*+l < (A, + A,) [(x*x)(y*y)]“” - 2(ii,&)‘? (15) 
Prooj. As indicated in Remark 1, (15) will, by convention, be satisfied 
if y*L*x = 0. Assume y*L*x + 0. From (13), 
If T is Hermitian, x = y and x*x = 1, (15) reduces to (7). 
If Y = ~2, we recover a number of recently established inequalities. 
Thus (ll), (12), and (13) reduce to 
[(x*Ax)(z*Az)]i’” + /1112n[(x*A--1X)(z*A--12)]l’2 < (1, + A,) [(x*x)(z*z)]*‘*, 
Ix*& + Q,lx*A-iz~ < (1, + 2,) [(x*x)(z*z)]l’*, 
;y*Txl + I,&ly*T- i*?C < (11 + 2,) [(x*x)(y*y)]? 
The last three inequalities were given by Diaz and Metcalf [l]. Similarly, 
if Y = 92, (15) gives 
jy*Tx( - (y*T-‘*xj-r < (Ai + A,) [(x*~)(y*y)]i’~ - 2(Qn)iiz, (16) 
an inequality first given in [S]. 
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